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WE INVITE YOU TO COMPARE

(440) 324-3434
For directions to Underwater Dive Center,
visit
We are easy to locate - Only 5 minutes from
Midway Mall and within 30 minutes of Cleveland.
Plenty of free parking available.

Underwaterdive.com
FIVE STAR IDC
DIVE CENTER

Directions...

FIVE STAR IDC
DIVE CENTER

Advanced Open Water Diver

Emergency First Responder (EFR)

Rescue Diver

Are you ready to move
beyond Open Water? To
what depths do you want
to take your adventure?
No matter what your goal,
Underwater Dive Center’s
Advanced Open Water
Diver course gives you the
confidence, skills and experience for a whole new level
of underwater exploration. And no, you don’t have to
be “advanced” to take it. This class works for both the
new diver and the experienced diver. As you step beyond the Open Water diver level, you will do five dives
over two days and have the opportunity to explore new
areas of diving. Plus, the Advanced Course takes you
one step closer to Master Scuba Diver - the ultimate
recreational diving rating.

Underwater Dive Center’s EFR course allows you to
learn about serious medical emergency response skills in
a positive environment. These skills can not only be used
during diving emergencies, but they can also be used in
everyday life.

“Challenging and
rewarding” best describes
Underwater Dive Center’s
Rescue Diver program.
This course expands your
knowledge and experience
level. Rescue Divers learn
to look both inside and
beyond themselves. You will learn to consider the
safety and well being of other divers. Although this
course is challenging, it is a rewarding way to build
your confidence. Rescue Diver training prepares you to
recognize problems, how to prevent them and, if
necessary, manage dive emergencies. We believe that

How Our Advanced Open Water Courses Work:
You will complete dive dives during one weekend. Two
of the five dives will be a deep dive and a navigation dive.
We begin our Advanced courses with a single class
session. During the class, you will be introduced to new
areas and choose three other specialty dives. During the
class you will learn in detail about the dives you have
chosen. These new areas may include Night diving,
Search & Recovery, Buoyancy, and much more.

What You Learn:
Practical aspects & the physiological effects
of deep diving.
More ways to use your compass & how to
navigate using kick cycles, visual landmarks
and time.
How to better use your dive computer & RDP.
Much, much more depending on what other
dives you and your class pick.

How Our EFR Courses Work:
This 8 hour course is broken up
into two sessions: lecture / video
and application. During the application session you will have hands
on training for each skill. Upon
completion, you will have the
confidence that you are prepared to help in any emergency. CPR and Medic First Aid is a prerequisite for the
Rescue Diver Course.

Emergency Oxygen Provider
For recreational scuba divers,
oxygen is the primary first
aid given to individuals
suffering from a near
drowning or decompression
illness. Having oxygen
readily available at dive locations has become a standard
practice for divers. Along with the availability, first
responders must know how to provide oxygen in an
emergency. This course is highly recommended if you are
taking our Rescue Diver Course.

How Our Oxygen Provider Courses Work:
During this four hour course, you will go over how an
oxygen kit is set up and how to administer oxygen in the
unlikely event an accident should occur. We teach this
course as a totally hands on course. This means you
actually administer oxygen from a real oxygen kit.

Advanced thru Rescue Diver Package

the best rescue is the one you do not have to do at
all. Because of this our course emphasizes awareness and prevention.

How Our Rescue Diver Courses Work:
This course is designed to
be completed over one
weekend. There will be
two class sessions, one
pool session and one day
of open water scenarios.

What You Learn:
How to anticipate, prevent and manage
potential dive accidents.
Self Rescue.
Recognizing & managing stress in divers.
Assisting tired divers.
Rescuing panicked divers.
Rescuing unresponsive divers.
Emergency management and equipment.

